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Abstract
This LS is an attempt to playfully introduce students to the subversive poetics of Dadaism and Surrealism.
It is structured in 3 parts: in the first part, students are invited to explore - through experiential learning
activities - some of their key concepts and methods before they are introduced to their characteristics as
artistic movements. In the second part, they are invited to try out - individually as well as collaboratively
- several techniques applied by the Dada artists and the Surrealists. Finally, all outcomes produced by the
students throughout the course of the project are assembled in a (digital) exhibition showcasing their
interaction with these revolutionary approaches to art and culture.
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Subject

Literature, History, Arts

Topic

Dada and Surrealism

Age
of 14-15yo
students
The playful nature of most activities makes them easy to carry out with younger students
as well, although adjustments should be made especially regarding the research part of
the project. The outcomes of most activities can be created either by hand or digitally,
so no advanced digital skills are required. If the LS is to be implemented in English, a
minimum of B1 level is required.
Preparation The teacher might need a couple of hours to prepare the leaflets for the first activity and
time
to look for suitable Europeana resources.
Teaching
4-5 teaching hours
time
Online
§ Online Tools:
teaching
§ Zeoob fake Instagram post generator
material
§ Photocollage
§ Lunapic
§ Google slides
§ Wοrdart

Offline
teaching
material

Europeana
resources
used

§

Sutori

§
§
§
§

Webpages:
Assemblage
Poem by Andreas Embiricos
Exquisite Corpse

§

Wikipedia entries: Dada , Surrealism, Calligram

§
§
§
§

Pages from the Greek 9th grade Literature textbook:
Literature 1922-1945
poem by Andreas Embiricos
poem by Nikos Engonopoulos

§
§
§
§

Chapters from the Greek 9th grade History textbook:
Chapter 40 (The World after WWI)
Chapter 33 (The Russian Revolution)
Chapter 62 (World art in the 20th century)

§

photos available for re-use to be used for the collages

Newspaper articles or other printed texts for the Dadaist poems
Pairs of scissors
Glue
Everyday objects for the assemblages
Pens or pencils
Paper
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

the exhibition From Dada to Surrealism.
exquisite corpse
dada collages
calligrams
Marcel Duchamp’s artworks
The girl with the Pearl earring
paintings:
o Compoziție cu portret
o Compoziție suprarealistă

Licenses
Attribution CC BY. This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work,
even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most
accommodating of licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of
licensed materials.
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Integration into the curriculum
This LS was designed for 9th grade. This grade’s Literature textbook in Greece is structured chronologically
and includes texts from the early Greek literature to the end of the 20th century. Among the selected texts
one can find poems by Andreas Embiricos and Nikos Engonopoulos, who are considered as the major
representatives of Surrealism in Greece. If we, also, take into account the impact that this avant-garde
movement had on all poetry created thereafter, we understand how important it is for the students to
delve into its poetics. In addition, the History Curriculum and the corresponding handbook for the
particular grade cover the events of the 19th and 20th century, with emphasis on the interrelation between
the historical context and the scientific and cultural developments of the time.
Aim of the lesson
Literature and Art teachers often see students experience awkward feelings when met with modern works
of art that defy reason, challenge their sense of taste and are structured randomly or without (obvious)
logic. They are bound to mock them or regard them as nonsense. The main objective of this LS is to help
them appreciate this kind of art and change their attitude towards it. In the course of the project, students
are expected to realise how revolutionary the Dada and Surrealism approach to art was. By the end of the
project, they will be able to recognize provocativeness, emphasis on dreams and the subconscious,
rejection of rationality as key concepts of their poetics. They are invited to explore methods and
techniques implemented by the representatives of these two cultural movements (automatic
writing/drawing, collage, Exquisite Corpse game, assemblage, “cutout” poems, calligrams) and become
acquainted with works produced within their framework. The ultimate goal is to make students receptive
to modern art/poetry and its dreamlike imagery and revolutionary rhetorics, a legacy inherited mainly by
the Dada and the Surrealism movements. Another implicit aim of this LS has to do with inclusion and
diversity. Having students interact with such unfamiliar and outlandish works of art helps them become
more tolerant towards behaviors and beliefs that are different from their own. On top of this, the LS
encourages diversity since it encompasses a wide variety of arts and techniques, from poetry to painting
and collage and is designed to be inclusive since it gives students the opportunity to choose the activities
they want to carry out according to their skills and likings. This way all types of learners can find suitable
activities.
Outcome of the lesson
Throughout the project students are expected to create several products experimenting with Dada and
Surrealist techniques (collages, calligrammes, Dadaist poems, exquisite copse etc). All of these products
are incorporated in a Surrealist exhibition in the form of a digital presentation.
Trends
Collaborative Learning: Many activities of this LS (1.6., 1.7., 2A.1.) are carried out in groups and require
collaboration.
Student Centered Learning: In part 2 of this project, students have to choose at least 2 of the suggested
activities to try out in class. This way they can form their own learning path, according to their talents and
likings. They can also choose to do the activities by hand or digitally depending on their skills.
Edutainment: Almost all the activities of this LS are designed playfully, helping students to learn while
having fun.
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Visual search and learning: During the project students mostly work with images of various artworks
(paintings, collages, calligrams, assemblages).
Learning materials: This LS uses many web resources along with the textbook to achieve its goals.
Social media: Activity 1.8 invites students to choose a painting, assume that this was a scene from a dream
they dreamt the night before and create a post about it on Instagram, commenting on the imagery
depicted and the feelings associated with it.
Snack learning: The LS is mostly structured into small and attractive bits of learning rather than pro-longed
forms of study.
Assessment: The focus is more on students’ attitude towards works of art and less on “what they know”.
21st century skills
Learning and innovation skills
•

•

Creativity and Initiative: students are asked to try out several techniques and methods in order to
produce their own “artistic” outcomes, putting their own creativity into action. They are also given
the choice to form their own learning path, according to their talents and likings.
Collaboration: students need to work in groups in order to complete some of the activities.

Information, media & technology skills
•

ICT Literacy: students are asked to use several web tools as well as digital resources during the
activities.

Activities
Name of
activity

1.1. Challenging
Reason

Procedure

Time

Part 1: Tapping into the Subconscious
The introductory activities of this phase aim to help students understand
the revolutionary nature of the Dada and the Surrealist movement. They
are first invited to explore, through an experiential approach, some of
their key concepts and techniques before they are introduced to their
poetics and characteristics as artistic movements. The purpose is for the
students to feel puzzled and uneasy, since that was the effect these artists
wanted to create in the first place. This phase can be divided in 2 sections
of 45’ each. The first section can be carried out in plenary in the classroom,
but for the second one, students need to work collaboratively in groups
and use a computer/mobile device with an Internet connection.
The teacher enters the classroom throwing about leaflets with excerpts 5min
from the Surrealist Manifestos and from surrealist poems. The phrases
and lines chosen are deliberately provocative and irrational. Students are
invited to pick the leaflets up and read them without any further
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Name of
activity

Procedure

1.2. Weird
Dreams
1.3. Painted
Dreams
1.4. Automatism

1.5. Free
Associations
1.6. Researching

1.7. Delving
Deeper

1.8. Posting
Dream

a
on

explanations. The goal is to intrigue and arouse students’ curiosity and
help them experience the sense of shock and uneasiness that the
audience experienced back in the 1920s and 1930s when these
movements appeared.
Students are invited to narrate some of the strangest dreams they have
ever dreamt. They discuss in plenary the common characteristics of the
narrated dreams, such as their illogical nature and unexpected imagery.
Students are shown surrealist paintings from the Europeana collections
and are asked if the depictions on them remind them of dreams. What
kind of dreams would they be? Nice ones or nightmares? They are asked
to give a title to the paintings shown.
Students are asked to grab a pencil or pen and let their hand move randomly
across a piece of paper for a minute or two, creating a drawing free of rational
control. Then they are asked to do the same but trying to let their hand
write random words in a continuous text.
The teacher reads a list of words to the students one at a time. After each
word is read, students are asked to respond immediately with the first
word that comes to their mind without thinking or reasoning. Then they
discuss the differences between their associations.
Students are divided in groups and are asked to visit the Europeana
exhibition From Dada to Surrealism and read the Wikipedia articles on
Dada and Surrealism. They are also asked to search the Europeana
collections for pictures of automatic drawings. They are asked to find
connections between the activities they took part in previously and the
material they find in the links provided to them. Thus, they realize that all
the activities had to do with an era of extensive cultural experimentation,
mainly led by circles of avant-garde movements such as the Dada and the
Surrealism. They are also informed that automatic drawing/writing and
free association were techniques used by artists of these circles to unleash
their subconscious and let randomness and chance play a decisive role in
the creation of their art. Each group is asked to create a list of the main
characteristics of these movements. There is not much point in trying to
distinguish one movement from the other since they have a lot in
common, using similar techniques and sharing similar beliefs and
attitudes towards art. Then, the groups compare the lists they created in
plenary and discuss possible differences or omissions.
They are also invited to read the corresponding chapters of their History
textbook and define the historical events and the wider cultural context
of the time that led to these artistic movements (end of WWI, depression,
disbelief in rationality, rejection of all previous ideologies and beliefs –
political and artistic - that didn’t manage to prevent the atrocities of the
Great War, Russian Revolution, Psychoanalysis).
For homework, each student is invited to choose one of the paintings
shown, assume that this was a scene from a dream he/she dreamt the

Time

10min
15min

5min

10min

25min

20min

At home
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Name of
activity

Procedure

Time

Social
Media

night before and create a post about it on Instagram, commenting on the
imagery depicted and the feelings associated with it. Instead of using the
actual social media platform, students are asked to try a fake Instagram
post generator.
Part 2A: Playing Surrealist and Dada Games (collaboratively)
Students are divided into groups of 3 or 4 and are invited to try out one of
the most famous games played by the Surrealists, the Exquisite Corpse
(“cadavre exquis”). The first activity of this phase can be carried out in the
classroom but for the second activity students need to use a
computer/mobile device with Internet access.
2A.1. Exquisite A piece of paper is folded into 3 or 4 sections depending on the number 30min
of students in the group and students decide who will draw first. The first
Corpse
student is asked to draw a head and neck on the paper’s top section. The
student then folds the paper so that the drawn section is hidden. The
second student draws the upper body, then folds the paper so his/her
section is hidden, too. The third one draws the legs and feet. If there are
four students, the third one draws just the legs and leaves the feet for the
last one. They can even choose to draw parts of animals, creatures, or
even objects instead of a head, body, or legs. Once they have all finished,
they unfold the paper to reveal their Exquisite Corpse and give a
“surrealistic” name to the creature. Then they are shown creatures
created with the same procedure by groups of Surrealist and Dada artists
from the Europeana collections.
2A.2. Collective In 2008, Harpo Jaeger built an online version of Exquisite Corpse, this time 15min
Internet Poetry for poetry. Anybody can contribute a line, seeing only the one that came
before, thus creating a collective, anonymous Internet poem, written
randomly one line at a time, true to the Surrealism declarations. Students
are asked to add their contributions visiting http://exquisitecorpse.io/#/.
Part 2B: Playing Surrealist and Dada Games (individually)
45min
Students are invited to experience various techniques used by the
Surrealists and the Dadaists. They have to choose at least 2 of the
following activities to try out in class, according to their talents and likings.
If they wish, they can try the rest at home!
2B.1. Collages
Students are invited to search the Europeana collections for pictures of
Surrealist and Dada collages and create a Surrealist collage of their own
(either by hand after printing them or digitally using an online tool like
photocollage). They can browse Photography – GIF IT UP and choose from
there Europeana resources in public domain for their collages.
2B.2. Calligrams

A calligram is a poem arranged in such a way that it forms an image
related to the imagery of the text. The most prominent calligram writer
was Guillaume Apollinaire. Students are asked to search the Europeana
collections for similar examples and to visit the Wikipedia article on
calligrams. They are invited to create one based on a surrealist poem by
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Name of
activity

Procedure

Time

Andreas Embiricos. This visual poem can either be drawn by hand or
created digitally with wordart.
2B.3. Parodies
Students are asked to search the Europeana collections for pictures of
Duchamp’s artworks. Duchamp created, among other works, a parody of
the Mona Lisa. Students are asked to modify in a similar way another
iconic painting, The girl with the Pearl earring, from the Europeana
collections. They can do so by downloading the picture which is under
public domain and either editing it digitally with Lunapic (or any software
they are familiar with) or by printing it and editing it by hand!
2B.4.
An assemblage is a work of art made by grouping together found or
Assemblages
unrelated objects. Students are invited to search the Europeana
collections for pictures of Duchamp’s assemblages, visit a relevant
webpage and create a similar Surrealist assemblage out of ordinary
objects. They need to come up with a Surrealistic name for their creation!
2B.5.
Dadaist Students are given the instructions Tristan Tzara gave on how “To make
Poems
a Dadaist Poem” back in 1920. They are asked to take a newspaper
article (or any other text available), cut out phrases with a pair of
scissors and put them in a bag. After shaking the bag, they are invited to
take out the scraps one after the other and glue them on a piece of
paper in the order in which they left the bag, thus creating an irrational
poem.
Part 3: Putting it all together
For this phase students need to use a computer/mobile device with access
to the Internet.
3.1. Creating a All the works produced by the students are assembled in an exhibition 45min
surrealist
showcasing the different Surrealist and Dada techniques tried out during
exhibition
the 3 phases. The tangible products can be exhibited in the classroom
while the digital ones are used to create a digital presentation. Every
student contributes to the collaborative presentation, adding a slide with
his/her product. At this point the teacher should draw attention to
copyright issues and encourage students to indicate the resources they
used and provide the appropriate attribution (title, name of the creator,
date of creation, name of the institution, the rights statement, link to the
object in Europeana). Some students are responsible for “curating” the
exhibition, taking care of its layout.
Assessment
Since this LS aims to help students appreciate modern art and change their attitude towards it, the best
way to measure its effect is to have students exposed to a painting or a poem of this kind before
implementing the LS and ask them about their honest, spontaneous reactions to it and have them do the
exact same thing with the same or a similar work after the implementation, in order to find out whether
some change can be observed. Another fitting way of assessment for the particular LS is to ask students
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to keep a learning diary, recording what they have learnt, tried and critically reflected upon. These
learning diaries are records of each students’ learning path, showcasing his/her initial thoughts and
reactions and the subsequent changes and progress. Students can create a digital learning diary (using a
tool like Sutori) or a handwritten one. They are asked to update it after each activity they have carried
out, writing an entry of approximately 50-60 words reflecting on the following questions: “what did I do?
How do I feel about this? How well did it go? What did I learn? What have I learned about myself? What
have I learned about art? How can I use this in the future?”

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ********************************

Student feedback
Students were asked to give feedback on the implementation of this learning scenario responding to the
following survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HKFT5QX (translated into English)
Teacher’s remarks
Just as we were about to begin the implementation, all classes were moved online due to the COVID-19
pandemic. I, therefore, needed to adjust the LS for remote learning. Some activities were carried out
during web meetings, while others were done by the students asynchronously. I was quite concerned at
the beginning because the LS was designed, in the first place, for face-to-face learning and I didn’t know
if it could work remotely. Fortunately, not only did it work but its implementation offered me and my
students some unforgettable moments. They enjoyed its playful activities tremendously, proving once
again that having fun is the best path to knowledge. But, most importantly, I witnessed the change of their
attitude towards modern art step by step. Activity by activity, they seemed to understand more and more
the underlying concepts of such artworks and to be more and more receptive to even the most unfamiliar
among them.

About the Europeana DSI-4 project
Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 million digitised items drawn
from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three
Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating
access, interoperability, visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens,
Education, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions.
European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a not-for-profit
organisation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools,
teachers, researchers, and industry partners. European Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and expand
the Europeana Education Community.
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Annex
Worksheet A
Researching and Delving deeper
(for activities 1.6. and 1.7.)
v Visit the Europeana exhibition From Dada to Surrealism.
v Search the Europeana collections for pictures of automatic drawings.
v Read the Wikipedia articles on Dada and Surrealism.
Þ Can you find connections between the activities you just took part in and the
material you find in the links provided?
Þ Create a list of the main characteristics of Dada and Surrealism below:
Main characteristics of Dada and Surrealism
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

v Read the following chapters from your History textbook:
§ Chapter 40 (The World after WWI)
§ Chapter 33 (The Russian Revolution)
§ Chapter 62 (World art in the 20th century)
Þ Name historical events that you think that are - one way or another - connected to these
artistic movements:
a.
b.
c.
d.
Þ Describe the wider cultural context of the time that can be related to their emergence:
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Worksheet B
Posting a dream on Social Media
(for activity 1.8.)
v Choose one of the paintings below:
o Compoziție cu portret
o Compoziție suprarealistă
v Assume that this was a scene from a dream you dreamt last night and create a post about it
on Instagram, commenting on the imagery depicted and the feelings you experienced.
Create you post with Zeoob fake Instagram post generator.

Worksheet C
Exquisite corpse
(for activity 2A.1.)
v Take a piece of paper and fold it into 3 or 4 equal sections depending on the number of students
of your group.
v Decide who will draw first, who second etc.
v The first student draws a head and neck on the paper’s top section, then folds the paper so that
the drawn section is hidden
v The second one draws the upper body, then folds the paper so his/her section is hidden, too.
v The third one draws the legs and feet. If there are four students, the third one draws just the
legs and leaves the feet for the last one.
v You can even choose to draw parts of animals, creatures, or even objects instead of a head,
body, or legs.
Þ Once you have all finished, unfold the paper and reveal your Exquisite Corpse.
Give a “surrealistic” name to the creature you created.
You can now take a look at creatures created with the same procedure by groups of
Surrealist and Dada artists.

Worksheet D
Playing Surrealist and Dada Games
(for activities 2B.1. – 2B.5)
Let’s try out some of the techniques used by the Surrealists and the Dadaists.
You need to choose at least 2 of the following activities.
If you wish, you can try the rest at home!
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1. Collage
v Search the Europeana collections for pictures of dada collages.
Þ Create your own Surrealist collage using Europeana resources under public domain. You can
do that either by hand after printing them or digitally, using an online tool like photocollage.

2. Calligram
v A calligram is a poem arranged in such a way that it forms an image related to the imagery of
the text. The most prominent calligram writer was Guillaume Apollinaire. Read the following
Wikipedia article on calligrams to learn more.
v Search the Europeana collections for pictures of calligrams.
v Read a poem by Andreas Embiricos.
Þ Turn this poem into a calligram by arranging its words in a way that forms an image related
to its content. You can either draw it by hand or create it digitally using wordart.

3. Parody
v Search the Europeana collections for pictures of artworks by Marcel Duchamp.
Duchamp “played around” with Leonardo Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa.
Þ Why don’t you try to “play around” with another iconic European painting, The girl with the
Pearl earring by Johannes Vermeer. Download the painting. Now you can either print it and
edit it by hand or edit it digitally in Lunapic.

4. Assemblage
v An assemblage is a work of art made by grouping together found or unrelated objects.
v Visit the following webpage to learn more.
v Search the Europeana collections for pictures of Duchamp’s assemblages.

Þ Create your own surrealist assemblage out of ordinary objects! You need to come up with a
surrealistic name for your creation!
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5. Dadaist poem
v Tristan Tzara gave the following instructions on how “To make a Dadaist Poem” in 1920:

Þ Let’s follow them in order to create a Dadaist poem. You can use any kind of text available!
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